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ABSTRACT
The insider threat has long been considered one of the most serious threats in computer security, and one of the most difficult to combat. But the problem has never been defined precisely, and that lack of precise definition inhibits solutions. This paper presents a precise definition of insider threat, and shows how the definition enables an analysis of the set of problems traditionally lumped into “the insider threat”. It introduces a hierarchy of policy abstractions, and argues that the discrepancies between the different layers of abstraction expose the potential for insider threat. It also presents a methodology for analyzing the threat based upon our definitions. In the process, we introduce Attribute-Based Group Access Control, a generalization of the Role-Based Access Control model that allows any attributes to define a group. We apply this to the insider threat by defining groups based on access capabilities, and using that to identify users with a high level of threat with respect to high-risk resources.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The insider threat identifies a serious threat to computer security. It describes a breach of trust by people within an organization or system, as contrasted to external entities for whom firewalls and other mechanisms can deny access. Insiders are different. They require access to perform their jobs, and denying this access is tantamount to a denial of service attack. But traditional methods of preventing or detecting attacks from outsiders such as intrusion detection and access control may be infeasible. Further, the inability to restrict access to a desired level of granularity due to technical, administrative, or other reasons creates a “gap” between the least level of access needed for a task to be performed, and the least level of access that can actually be specified and maintained. This constant struggle of requirements creates the potential for insiders to abuse their privileges, a problem both of critical significance and extensive study (see Section 5).

Insider threat is ill-defined in the literature today, and is often based on a narrow or ambiguous definition of an insider. For example, “insider” connotes a binary classification—an entity either is an insider, or is not. Additionally, insider definitions assume that security policies define this distinction. We challenge both of these assumptions.

We present a definition of insider threat that does not depend on a binary definition of an “insider”, but reflects a nuanced notion that there are degrees of “insiderness” and different types of insider threats. What is appropriate to detect insider threat of one type may well be inappropriate to detect threats of a different type. Our definition extends into domains that include physical, social, and cyber security influences; indeed, our definition is based upon discrepancies between policy abstractions that capture each of these domains.

From our definition of insider threat, we derive an approach to examine an organization to determine the resources that are placed at risk, and the entities that place those resources at risk. This approach combines the resources in question with the access required to be considered a threat within a particular domain. These access control domains can be mapped to the degree of potential damage and, in combination with the probability of attack, also map to the level of threat [14]. The result indicates both where detection should focus and the degree of insider threat any one person presents.

We begin by using the security policy as the basis for our definition of insider threat. We then present ABGAC (Attribute-Based Group Access Control)—a generalization of RBAC capable of identifying “insiderness” with respect to a resource. Finally, we illustrate how to use ABGAC to analyze the threat posed to high-risk resources with an example application.
2. WHAT IS THE INSIDER THREAT?

In order to understand insider threat, we need to turn first to the cornerstone of all definitions of “security”, namely the security policy. Examining the assumptions underlying that statement of security requirements will provide the background necessary to define the insider threat in a useful way.

2.1 Security Policy Layering

Ideally, a security policy states what actions are authorized for a specific user and purpose. For example, a security policy might state that “Yasmin is authorized to read medical records for the purpose of treating patients”. If Yasmin deletes the medical records, she is violating the security policy. She is also violating the security policy if she reads the medical records for the purpose of selling the information in them to insurance companies. Additionally, the security policy is violated if anyone else uses Yasmin’s user account to read medical records.

This example exposes a key limitation in security policies: they may state rules that are not feasible to implement.1 Computer systems only understand user accounts and actions, not people and purpose. Restricting the actions of an individual on a system requires that the individual be mapped to a user account and the action in the security policy be mapped to actions on the computer, and vice versa. Suppose that the user Yasmin is authorized to use the user account yasmin on the system. The system is unable to determine if someone other than Yasmin is using her account (or whether Yasmin is using anyone else’s account). Additionally, the system is unable to discern the intent of a user; it can only discern actions. If the account yasmin accesses medical records, the system has no way to determine why the user is accessing those records—so the system cannot determine whether to allow access (because the user wants to treat patients) or to deny access (because the user wants to sell the information in them).

Of course, a security policy would indicate that Yasmin is the only person authorized to use the account yasmin. It might also indicate that the account yasmin can only access records for the purpose of treating patients. However, these are procedural requirements that the computer cannot enforce. Thus, the security policy as implemented on the computer is not “Yasmin is authorized to read medical records for the purpose of treating patients”. It is “user yasmin is authorized to read medical records”. Such a policy does not refer to a real person or that person’s purpose. This limitation of the implemented security policy gives a user the ability to misuse her privileges.

In short, a security policy is really not a single, abstract statement of requirements. It is instead an instantiation of such requirements in a particular environment. This suggests viewing a security policy not as a single prescription but as a set of layers, in which the top layer (abstraction) is refined by constraints in the environment and system(s) in successive layers until the layer corresponding to the instantiated policy is reached. This idea of “layers of abstraction” is a common concept in computer science. Two obvious examples are the ISO/OSI network layers, and operating system layers such as in Dijkstra’s THE system [6]. In any such layering, successive layers refine aspects of the previous layers. This refinement will create discrepancies. These discrepancies are the key to uncovering the insider threat.

Carlson’s Unifying Policy Hierarchy captures this notion of layering security policies [4]. This hierarchy distinguishes what is ideal, feasible, practical, and possible. By examining when there are policy violations across levels in this hierarchy, we are able to define broad categories of insider threat problems.

Figure 1 shows the four layers of abstraction of Carlson’s hierarchy. The highest layer is the Ideal Oracle, which can respond to a policy query for any subject, object, action, and environment (which includes intent) tuple. For each query, the oracle will state whether the policy allows or disallows the subject to take the action on the object in the given environment. The response captures the notion of an “ideal policy”. For example, given the privilege “Yasmin (subject), medical records (object), read (action)” and the environment (intent) “treating patients”, the oracle will state the privilege is authorized for the given environment.

The next layer is the Feasible Policy, which represents what can in practice be captured on an actual system. This distinction captures the notion that a system cannot distinguish between the person Xander who logged in with Yasmin’s username and password, and Yasmin herself logging in with her credentials. Additionally, the Feasible Policy discards the notion of purpose entirely. The Ideal Oracle, as an all-knowing idealized abstraction, can make such distinctions when responding to policy queries. The Feasible Policy is similar to what Schneider, et al., refer to as a enforceable policy [18].

From the space of all feasible policies on a system, a single policy will be selected and configured. This is the Configured Policy. As the size and complexity of the policy configuration increases, the number and complexity of issues related to the administration or management of that configuration also increase. A mismatch between the Feasible Policy and Configured Policy levels rises from these issues. The departure of an employee from a company without prompt removal of their privileges from the system is one example.

Finally, the Instantiated Oracle represents the actual conditions on a system. While a machine may be configured with a specific policy in mind, policy violations may occur due to intended or unintended exploits or attacks which may elevate the privileges of users such as exploiting buffer overflow or race condition vulnerabilities.

2.2 Defining the Insider Threat

Carlson’s hierarchy allows us to characterize the notion of insider threat. The insider threat exists whenever someone has more authorized privileges at a lower policy level than at a higher policy level. These mismatches indicate an unauthorized increase in privilege, which exposes where there is a potential for abuse. For example, a mismatch between the Ideal Oracle and the Feasible Policy can occur due to social engineering. In our previous example, the Ideal Oracle knows that Xander is forbidden to log in as Yasmin, but the Feasible Policy cannot know that Xander found Yasmin’s password scribbled on a piece of paper taped to her monitor. Thus, the set of privileges Xander has at the Feasible Policy level may be greater than he has at the Ideal Ora-

---
1Policies suffer from other limitations, too; for example, they may be incomplete or evolving. For purposes of the following analysis, we assume the policy components that define access are fixed.

2We use the term oracle similarly to how a “random oracle” is used in cryptography.
Table 1: Four levels of Carlson’s Unifying Policy Hierarchy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IDEAL ORACLE</td>
<td>all possible $(s, o, a)$ tuples</td>
<td>Captures notion of an ideal policy even if such a policy isn’t explicitly defined.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEASIBLE POLICY</td>
<td>system-definable $(s, o, a)$ tuples</td>
<td>Represents what in practice can be captured on an actual system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONFIGURED POLICY</td>
<td>system-definable $(s, o, a)$ tuples</td>
<td>Represents the policy as configured on an actual system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSTANTIATED ORACLE</td>
<td>all possible $(s, o, a)$ tuples</td>
<td>Captures what is possible on an actual system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$s$: subject $o$: object $a$: action $e$: environment/intent

Figure 1: Four levels of Carlson’s Unifying Policy Hierarchy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Ideal</th>
<th>Feasible</th>
<th>Configured</th>
<th>Instantiated</th>
<th>Violation*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xander authenticates as xander.</td>
<td>allow</td>
<td>undefined</td>
<td>undefined</td>
<td>possible</td>
<td>ID ≠ FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account xander accesses website†...</td>
<td>disallow</td>
<td>undefined</td>
<td>allow</td>
<td>possible</td>
<td>ID ≠ FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...to check the weather.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...to expose system to vulnerability.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>disallow</td>
<td>possible</td>
<td>ID ≠ IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web browser leaks user password‡.</td>
<td></td>
<td>disallow</td>
<td>disallow</td>
<td>possible</td>
<td>CP ≠ IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasmin authenticates as xander.</td>
<td></td>
<td>disallow</td>
<td>undefined</td>
<td>possible</td>
<td>ID ≠ IN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ID: Ideal Oracle  FP: Feasible Policy  CP: Configured Policy  IN: Instantiated Oracle

* Only some of the more “severe” violation are given. † Assume the Ideal Oracle disallows web browsing for no purpose (waste of company time), or for any purpose other than checking the current weather. ‡ Assume the vulnerable web browser was exploited by Yasmin to reveal the user password.

Figure 2: Web Surfing Example: Possible Policy Violations.

The ideal level should exploit this social aspect of the Feasible Policy-Ideal Oracle semantic gap. These gaps exist between any two levels of the hierarchy and define different types of insider threats.

These differing problems can be related to several real world examples. A mismatch between the Ideal Oracle and Feasible Policy, where a user³ elevates her privilege at the feasible level by exploiting the social or intent gap, captures the notions of social engineering and covert channels. Mismatches between Feasible Policy and Configured Policy are demonstrated by administrative issues such as out-of-sync policies retaining privileges of former employees, for which a solution may be impractical on certain time scales for large companies with high turnover. The Instantiated Oracle and Configured Policy differences are shown by attacks on a system such as buffer overflows or race conditions.

In addition to describing different types of insider threat, the policy hierarchy also captures the notion of intent. Consider Xander surfing the web with a browser vulnerable to a remote exploit. He unknowingly surfs to a site that exploits this vulnerability. If the attacker, Yasmin, gains access to Xander’s account, she then obtains the rights of an authorized user by inheriting the privileges of Xander. If Xander is unaware, he lacks intent to violate the policy. In this case, Yasmin would pose an insider threat because of a discrepancy between the Configured Policy (only Xander can access the system using his account) and the Instantiated Oracle (because of the exploit, Yasmin can now access the system using Xander’s account). That is, the Instantiated Oracle allows the event because the Configured Policy is not sufficiently expressive. Alternately, Xander could intentionally surf to the site and allow his account to be compromised, claiming a lack of intent if his actions are detected. In this case, Xander poses an insider threat because of a discrepancy between the Ideal Oracle (which, as an all-knowing entity can make policy decisions that include the intent of the user) and the Feasible Policy (which cannot restrict access based on intent). That is, though the Ideal Oracle prohibits the event, the Feasible Policy allows it because it is insufficiently expressive. Figure 2 illustrates this in more detail.

In what follows, we focus on the insider threat related to the gap between an Ideal Oracle and a Configured Policy. For purposes of exposition, we assume that the system is configured correctly. Hence the Feasible Policy is the same as the Configured Policy. If we did not make this assumption, then errors in configuration would result in discrepancies between these two policy layers. The security policy at the Configured Policy level is represented by the access control rules employed by an organization. The insider threat can thus be defined with regard to two primitive actions:

1. violation of the Ideal Oracle abusing access granted by the Configured Policy, and
2. violation of the Configured Policy by abusing access present in the Instantiated Oracle.

³We use the term “user” very broadly to include anyone that has cyber, social, or physical access to a resource.
In the first case, the attacker uses her legitimate access to perform some action that is contrary to the Ideal Oracle, such as leaking sensitive data to some third party. Here the attacker has legitimate access to the data or resources, but uses that access to provide the information to someone who does not have access. While the attacker has “legitimate” privileges at the Configured Policy level, she is only authorized to execute those privileges for the purpose of performing their authorized task at the Ideal Oracle level—and leaking information is not such a task.

In the second case, the attacker uses her access to extend their privileges in a manner that breaks both the access control and security policies. An example of such a breach occurs when a user might have a legitimate capability to log into a particular system, but then abuses that privilege to gain illegitimate root-level access to the system (e.g., by exploiting some system vulnerability such as a buffer overflow or race condition). The user is misusing her privileges to log on the system for an unauthorized purpose. As before, this action violates the Ideal Oracle, but not the Configured Policy, because the Ideal Oracle is more expressive. The attacker is also taking advantage of the disconnect between the Configured Policy and Instantiated Oracle levels. By exploiting a vulnerability on the system, the Instantiated Oracle grants more access than the Configured Policy.

Bishop’s definition [1]—“a trusted entity that is given the power to violate one or more rules in a given security policy... the insider threat occurs when a trusted entity abuses that power”—suggests that an insider must be defined with respect to some set of rules that is part of a security policy. In our model, these policy rules are defined at different levels of the policy hierarchy. Our previous example would say that Xander is an insider with respect to physical access to Yasmin’s monitor because he has that access, and thus is able to exploit it to gain additional access that he is not authorized to have (specifically, access to Yasmin’s account). More generally, in this situation an “insider” can be any individual person identified by the Ideal Oracle who has access to the accounts defined by the Feasible Policy.

Previous definitions give rules or descriptions intended to allow the reader to determine who is an “insider.” This resulted in a binary distinction: an entity was either an insider or not an insider. The above analysis produces a partial ordering of degrees of “insiderness”, and the access control rules for an organization can be used to develop these degrees. For example, Xander and Yasmin might both have privileges within an organization, and thus both represent “insiders” in the binary sense. However, for some resources Yasmin might have more privileges than Xander, and so therefore poses a greater insider threat than Xander with respect to those resources. At the same time, Xander may pose a greater insider threat than Bob with respect to other resources. This definition extends to physical as well as cyber security. For example, if there is a concern that printed documents might leave a building, then the rules used to define an “insider” would include access to paper printouts. A janitor is therefore an “insider”, while Xander and Yasmin, both of whom work remotely, are not.

By using this definition, both researchers and security personnel can focus their efforts on detecting those attackers who are likely to cause the most damage to an organization by focusing on those resources of greatest value. We now present one such approach of identifying the potential attackers and the resources that are at risk with respect to those attackers.

3. HOW DO WE IDENTIFY THE INSIDER THREAT?

The above characterization of the insider threat suggests that we can determine the “insider threats” by examining the differences in access abilities of entities between successive policy abstraction layers. In our example of Xander’s accessing Yasmin’s account, the discrepancy of interest is the difference in access of the individual Yasmin (at the Ideal Oracle abstraction level) and the access of the account yasmin (at all lower policy abstraction levels). The difference means that whoever has access to Yasmin’s account has the accesses that Yasmin has. So the above characterization bases “insiderness” on access at the Instantiated Oracle level.

In order to capture this notion of insiderness as a function of access to data or resources, we propose the Attribute-Based Group Access Control (ABGAC) model. This model is a generalization of role-based access control (RBAC) [7, 17]. Unlike that model, ABGAC assigns rights based on general attributes that may or may not be included in a person’s job function, rather than on the specific job functions a person has within an organization. For example, one “group” might be the set of people who come to work after 5:00PM. A second “group” might be the set of all system administrators (in which case this group is also a role). An insider attack may arise from attributes other than job function (such as being in the building after 5:00PM). ABGAC can capture entities with the same attributes. RBAC would require the attributes to be job functions to do so. Figure 3 illustrates this in more detail.

Several features of RBAC generalize naturally to ABGAC. In particular, the notion of “role containment” now becomes “group containment”, and separation of duty generalizes to avoiding conflicts not arising from jobs but from other factors. For example, if Sam and Robin are married, and Sam owns a company the worth of which he knows will increase drastically, then if Sam advises Robin to invest in the company, there exists a clear conflict of interest. However, as no jobs are involved, and no separation of duty is involved, RBAC does not easily capture this situation. In ABGAC, one can simply define two groups, the first containing those who know about the company’s increase in value, and the second those who are related to members of the first. Then the “conflict of interest” simply says that members of the second group cannot perform an action forbidden to the members of the first, which is the straightforward generalization from RBAC’s separation of duty rule.

We next construct the model from its “building blocks”, and then show how to apply it. The goal of the model is to define groups of resources and, for each group, to define a set of users who have access to that group. The access, as will be noted, need not be authorized by the lowest level.
security policy (in the sense of Carlson’s hierarchy); the access may be an artifact of the policy’s inability to express a higher-level requirement precisely. An example of this is the restriction of access to an individual, Yasmin, that is instantiated at the lowest level by restricting access to the corresponding account yasmin.

3.1 Groups of Concern

For our purposes, the attributes of interest are descriptions of the protection domain of entities. Here, we mean “protection domain” in its broadest sense, not simply a technological listing of rights from capability lists (C-Lists) or access control lists (ACLs). So, the protection domain can include access rights to resources (systems, printers), documents, buildings, and generally any other object to which a user can have access. The protection domain can also include procedural access rights such as physical presence, or the ability to block access.

We begin by defining the building blocks of our model.

Definition. A resource pair is a pair consisting of a resource (entity) and an access mode describing one way in which that entity can be accessed. For example, a pair might be (printer, write), which indicates the ability to write to a printer. The “access” need not be computer-based. For example, someone physically carrying the printer out of a building does not require read, write, modify, or create access to the printer. While it might seem to require delete access, the printer in fact is not destroyed; it is moved elsewhere, and is unavailable to the owners, but the people who remove it can still read the data on its hard drive.

Definition. A resource domain is a set of resource pairs. This describes a domain similar to the usual notion of protection domain, but includes physical and procedural access as well as cyber access. It is oriented towards the resource (object), not the process (subject). For example, if the ability to read and write a directory system enables a covert channel, an appropriate resource domain would consist of one resource pair for reading the channel and a second for manipulating the channel.

Once defined, the resource domains need to be ordered. This enables the organization to analyze the cost of restricting access to a particular resource and the benefit of restricting access to that resource, and balance the two. The ordering might be total, such as a linear ordering, or partial, using a vector of measurements taken over different axes. The value of resource domains should not be defined solely by a systems administrator, but rather as a joint effort between the senior executives and the security administrators. Note that, once ordered, the resource domains can be combined into groups (containing a contiguous set of access control settings so that the order is maintained), where the group indicates the threat level a particular set of attributes represents.

Definition. An rd-group is a set of resource domains. Different resource domains may be related for the purposes of analysis, although singleton rd-groups (groups consisting of exactly one resource domain) will also prove useful. This definition is motivated by attacks that need access to multiple resource domains, for example an attacker who has access to one domain in order to read information, and can then exploit access to a second in order to transmit the information to an unauthorized party.

It is easy to create the ordering of resource domains and define the rd-groups based on them. The set of all resources is clearly the most valuable; following that, a partial ordering based on the subset relation defines relative values of some of the groups. For those related by the ordering, the values should reflect the ordering. For those unrelated by the ordering, the organization may choose to impose a total ordering by placing a linear value on each rd-group.

Each rd-group induces a set of subjects that have all elements of the rd-group as subsets of the subject’s protection domain:

Definition. A user group is the set of all subjects whose protection domains are a (possibly improper) superset of the associated rd-group.

User groups are created based on the protection domains of the associated users rather than on the job functions of the associated users (as in a role-based system). The users with access to the rd-groups with the highest value then represent those users who pose the greatest risk for insider threat. There is a natural ordering of user groups based on set containment.

It is tempting to assert that all this information can be obtained by an examination of the computer system. The resources are connected to the computer or network, and the access controls resident on the system (ACLs, C-Lists, authorization and authentication controls, etc.) define resource domains. A threat analysis then gives the rd-groups of interest, from which user groups can be derived. This only works if the sole avenues of attack are cyber. Unfortunately, that is rarely true, and we suggest that it is incorrect for most insider attacks. Examples include attacks that require social engineering, physical access, procedural gaffes, and other non-cyber access to the system or resources under attack. Hence the inclusion of non-cyber accesses in the definition of resource pairs. This is central to our approach to the insider threat.

Consider an Ideal Oracle that restricts access to electronic voting machines to election officials, including poll workers. In theory, this is easy to implement: keep the machines under lock and key until they are used. In practice, this is quite difficult in many counties. For example, in San Diego County in the June 2006 election, some poll worker supervisors took electronic voting machines home in order to be able to bring them to the polling stations when those opened. Some of these “sleepovers” lasted more than a week, during which time a family member or burglar had effectively unrestricted access to the system [21]. Thus, the user group associated with physical access to the e-voting system would include everyone who had access to those systems at the home where the machine was kept during the sleepover. It is infeasible to deny family members and others access to the home where the machine is being kept, so the Feasible Policy (that which can be implemented) would recognize that family members, at least, would have physical access to the system. This means the family members have privileges (physical access) they should not have, and the discrepancy—the fact that the lower layer policy can...
Figure 3: Differences between ABGAC and RBAC.

not enforce the policy with the same level of detail as the higher layer policy—makes them insiders” for the purpose of analyzing insider threats.

In this paper, we do not confine our definition of “user group” to cyber access. Suppose Xander’s account allows him to read confidential data. Being a person newly introduced to security, he has moved the Post-It note that has his password written on it from his monitor (where he thinks anyone can see it) to underneath his keyboard (where he thinks no-one will ever look). Yasmin, the janitor, notices it while cleaning Xander’s desk. She can now log in as him, and the system will be unable to differentiate them. This effectively makes her an insider. Similarly, an attacker, Zoros, who can install (or persuade Xander to install) a keyboard sniffer gains exactly the same type of access. Here, Yasmin and Zoros are blocked by the Ideal Oracle (because writing passwords on Post-It notes and downloading anything over the web are forbidden), but in this site, the systems cannot be configured to prevent these compromises—hence, the Configured Policy effectively grants Yasmin and Zoros access that the Ideal Oracle denies them.

3.2 Analyzing the Insider Threat

As with all defenses, determining how to defend against insider attacks involves a cost/benefit analysis. Defending against these attacks are more difficult because security and usability are so much more closely in opposition. Fundamentally, some attackers will always be able to breach security. When the attackers define the Feasible Policy (for example, controlling the decision as to which system will be procured), the discrepancy between it and the Ideal Oracle cannot be resolved and corrected. For example, if the President of the United States were to read a classified memo on television that supported his or her policy, declassifying it only for the reading, the Ideal Oracle is clearly breached because the information in classified memos is supposed to be secret. But it is infeasible to prosecute a President for this type of violation, so the Feasible Policy allows the President to perform the momentary declassification.

Our question is how to determine the cost of the insider attack succeeding. The defenders can then analyze the benefits of not defending against that attack (cost savings, etc.) taking into account the likelihood of the attack.

We begin with the rd-groups. Define a set of rd-groups that contain the domains (sets of resource pairs) that are to be protected. These induce user groups, as noted earlier. Let U be the set of all user groups and D the set of all rd-groups. Then define \( c : U \times D \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^n \), where \( \mathbb{R}^n \) is the real-valued vector describing the cost of a compromise.

This leads to two minimizations of the insider threat. Either approach is valid depending on the goals of the defenders.

Consider the goal to be to minimize the impact of the attack. The function \( c \) induces a partial order over the vector elements of its range (if \( n = 1 \), of course, this is a total ordering). In fact, this partial ordering constitutes a lattice. The goal is to minimize each entry in the vector result. In some cases, where two potential outcomes are incomparable, management must decide which is preferable.

An alternate goal is to minimize the number of users who pose an insider threat. In some sense, this is quixotic, because identifying all the potential users requires prying into the life and habits of known users (including janitors and others with physical access, etc.). This is infeasible in most realistic situations. But if we minimize the number of known users posing an insider threat, we may reduce the number of unidentified users drastically. We do this by placing a special requirement on \( c \), specifically that \( c(u, d) \leq c(u', d') \) if and only if \( u \subseteq u' \). That is, given two user groups associated with a resource group, then the cost of defending against the threat is smaller for the smaller of the groups.

Next comes developing the resource groups and user groups. The first step is to determine what are the important compo-
The first two attributes are the most difficult to ensure. For "proxy users," much as is done with RBAC roles acting as proxies for users. For example, it is infeasible to identify the particular users who may use malicious code downloaded via a web site, but one could create a "download malicious user" to represent any of those real people. In some sense, this is ascribing a function (although one not recognized as a legitimate job function) to the suspect users, and then conditioning membership based on the proxy user.

The second is the existence of trust in humans to correctly implement in the procedures used to enforce policies. If these procedures are implemented correctly, they will drastically limit the users to be added to the set. But trust in humans to correctly implement the procedures requires that the procedures be appropriate, enforceable, and effective. The first two attributes are the most difficult to ensure. For example, if the resources are medical records, then should the unauthorized action be to reveal the records to an insurance company, firing the employee is not an appropriate procedure to protect the records because it does not prevent the record from being leaked (though it is entirely appropriate to do so after the leak). Similarly, a requirement that no family member touch the electronic voting system during a sleepover (as described above) is appropriate, because if it happens the system can simply not be used, but not enforceable, unless the machine is subject to round-the-clock monitoring.

Once the resource domains and users have been identified, the second stage is to map the two together based on the access the users have. This can take either (or both) of two approaches:

1. Determine what a person can do. This thought process is similar in nature to that used when creating capabilities.

2. Determine who has access to a resource. This thought process is equivalent to that used in creating an access control list.

The result from these actions is to determine the user group associated with each rD-group. From this, one can define a simple cost function \( c \) that produces a lattice as described above. This enables an initial lattice to be constructed for any system that uses an existing access control list or capability list mechanism. From that point, one can iterate, adding in other types of accesses not captured by the ACLs or C-Lists.

4. EXAMPLE APPLICATION

Consider a company that is developing a system to do electronic recordation of real estate. As the true infrastructure of many countries such as the United States lies in ownership of property, if such a system could be compromised, the results would be exceptionally destabilizing because one could no longer prove ownership of real property. Hence any such system must preserve integrity and accountability [22]. The company developing this software is a multinational company, with developers in Russia, Nicaragua, and the United States. All work from home, using a virtual private network to access the company's servers located in Iowa. Given that this software is mission-critical, the problem is to identify the potential attackers in its development who could create "trap doors" in the software to allow data to be modified after all parties believe it to be signed properly. We begin by identifying the relevant resources.

Developers create and edit software on their home systems. They download and upload the software over a virtual private network (VPN) that they use to connect to a set of servers on which the code resides. The servers are located in Iowa, and the corporate office makes daily backups. So, for this (simplified) corporation, the resources are:

1. developer systems
2. VPN
3. servers
4. backup media

A more complete enumeration would distinguish between the systems and the software on the systems, and include any dongles or other hardware devices. For simplicity's sake, we omit these details.

After considerable analysis, management has concluded the insider threat that they will deal with is illicit modification of the software—a reasonable decision, given the financial constraints they operate under and given the mission of the software. The resource groups describe the types of access to the resources, which in light of the above involve some form of modification, and any rights needed in support of that goal. As an example, the backup media may be altered, removed from the premises, or destroyed, so prior versions of the software cannot be recovered. Thus, the resource group for the backup media would be:

\[ \{(\text{backups, write}), (\text{backups, remove}), (\text{backups, destroyed})\} \]

Similarly, the resource group for the servers would be

\[ \{(\text{servers, write}), (\text{servers, connect}), (\text{servers, login})\} \]

the last two resource pairs being necessary to perform the action in the first pair. Misconfiguring the VPN can enable a man-in-the-middle attack, so the resource group for the VPN would be

\[ \{(\text{VPN, configure})\} \]

Finally, accessing the developer system allows the user to modify the software directly (by writing it) or indirectly (by
implanting malicious software that captures key strokes and gives them to the attacker, who can then impersonate the developer). So the relevant resource groups are

\[\{(\text{developerstation}, \text{login}), (\text{developerstation}, \text{modify})\}\]

and

\[\{(\text{developerstation}, \text{download})\}\]

The rd-groups of interest coincide with the resource groups, because access to only one resource is required. Again, in a full expansion of the analysis, additional rd-groups would link the resources that must be used to modify the software when multiple resources must be accessed, but for our example we confine ourselves to single resources.

Next, the user groups must be populated. Consider the user group induced by the rd-group for the developer workstations. The developers have access to those systems; they can log in and modify software on the workstation. Further, they can download software, applets, and/or email with attachments. So they make up an obvious user group, one that reflects job function—just as RBAC would indicate.

But there are other relevant members of the group. Consider first the developers in Russia. They work from home, so when they work they must use some computer to log in. For our purposes, assume accessing the VPN requires special hardware (such as a dongle). Then the developer must access the VPN and development servers from home. Then everyone who has access to the system at home is in some sense an “insider” because, if the developer ever leaves the system connected to the VPN, anyone can access the developer servers. Similarly, those who have access to the computer could modify it to inject malicious logic to corrupt the data (programs being developed or programs used in the development). This includes friends who visit, and computer repair technicians. Finally, if the developer surfs to web sites, or receives email, or uses the computer to interact with other systems or people, those sites and people can compromise the system by exploiting vulnerabilities. This defines several classes of members of that group:

1. The developer’s family, or others who live in the same home, form a group with unrestricted access to the computer.
2. Those who have access to the home (such as housekeepers, maintenance people, assistants, and so forth) have appropriate access, depending on their duties and whether they are under observation.
3. The computer system repair people have unrestricted access to the system but only during restricted periods of time.
4. Those who have electronic contact with the computer have enough access to try to compromise it by exploiting configuration or program vulnerabilities.

All these are defined by level of access, which may or may not be a product of job function. Note in particular the second and fourth groups above. These people have transient access because they are not permanently resident in the home, but their level of access while in the home ranges from very limited (if they are busy or the computer is under observation) to unrestricted for limited periods of time (if they enter the home when no-one is present).

A similar analyses shows that the user group induced by the backup media include the system administrators who make it, the senior executives who decide where they are to be stored, the people involved in the transfer, and the managers of the storage facility—as well as anyone with access to the areas where the backup media is kept during its creation, transportation, and storage. Note that the last set of people (those with physical access) are determined not by job function, but by their ability to reach the backup media.

The user groups induced by the other rd-groups are derived in a similar fashion.

These groups can be placed into the policy-based framework for the insider threat described above. For example, the Ideal Oracle states that developers can access the VPN to develop code, and that repair people can physically access the VPN equipment only in order to conduct repairs. This is infeasible. In particular, the VPN equipment is unable to determine the purpose of those who access it, nor is it able to detect or prevent physical access itself. Depending on the home life of the developer, the family and others in the home may, too—it is unrealistic to require a computer in a home to be kept in a locked room, accessible only to the developer. Hence the access of people at the Feasible Policy, Configured Policy, or Instantiated Oracle levels are greater than at the Ideal Oracle level.

We now consider the risk analysis. Two measurements are of interest: the value of the programs developed and the value of the particular employee. The senior executives have decided that protecting the programs requires that, above all, the backup media be protected because all versions of the code reside on them, so any prior version can be reconstructed; next, the servers containing the current version; and last, any computers used by the developers. They also believe that senior managers and system administrators are the most valuable personnel, followed by developers, followed by physical maintenance people (such as janitors). People are partitioned into groups based on the set of resources they have access to. The cost function $c$ is therefore a vector of two elements, (effect of person attacking, value of resource).

Consider Tom, a system administrator working at the main office. He has access to the servers and the backup media. So the measurement for him is

\[(SA, \{\text{backups, servers}\})\]

Now, Kolya is a developer living in Moscow. He has access to a developer machine and the servers (to read and write code components), but not to the backups. So his measurement is

\[(D, \{\text{developerstation, servers}\})\]

Judy is the president of the company. She has access to the backup media but not to the servers nor to the developer systems. Her measurement is

\[(SE, \{\text{backups}\})\]

Finally, Angie is a janitor who sweeps out the machine room every night. Her measurement is

\[(PM, \{\text{servers}\})\]

and Natalya is Kolya’s spouse, so her measurement is the same as Kolya’s, or

\[(D, \{\text{developerstation, servers}\})\]

The set of resources defined here are the elements of the power set of
\[ \{\text{backups, servers, developerstation}\} \]
Associated with each resource is its resource group, made up of resource pairs. As we consider only the effect of the access to the resource, we can give the resource group a single value. Because the rd-groups correspond to the resource groups in our example, the value of each rd-group is the same as the associated resource group. Identify each rd-group by the resource it refers to. Then let the values be assigned as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
100 & \to \{\text{backups, servers, developerstation}\} \\
75 & \to \{\text{backups, servers}\} \\
60 & \to \{\text{servers, developerstation}\} \\
70 & \to \{\text{backups}\} \\
50 & \to \{\text{servers}\}
\end{align*}
\]

The values reflect, on a scale of 0 to 100, the seriousness of unauthorized modifications to the relevant rd-group. This imposes a linear ordering on the rd-groups.

In the above case, for example, the values and positions indicate that corrupted system administrators pose more of a risk to the integrity of the programs than corrupted senior management, which makes sense as senior management does not maintain, or have access to, the servers.\(^8\)

The cost function used in this example is not realistic for several reasons. First, real cost analysis would take into account an attacker requiring multiple resources. Second, the cost would likely depend on the action taken with the resource, which we elided in the interests of simplicity. Third, the cost vector proposed here excludes intangibles such as reputation, appearance of integrity, and so forth. The cost of these is very difficult to evaluate but they are essential to a proper risk analysis, especially for a problem like the insider threat.

5. PRIOR WORK

Many researchers have investigated the problem of insider threat. However, most papers have either not precisely defined an insider, instead assuming that the user inherently understands the term, or have provided a definition too narrow, too broad, or too domain-specific to be useful. Without a consistent definition of an insider, each researcher develops her own definition that is particular to her own data set, situation, biases and assumptions.

As a result, research into the detection of insider threats can not necessarily be applied from one domain to another as the underlying model does not necessarily translate between the domains. Several definitions exist, and these can even be contradictory. For example, a RAND Corp. report defines an insider as “an already trusted person with access to sensitive information and information systems” ([3], p. xi). Elsewhere it defines an insider as “someone with access, privilege, or knowledge of information systems and services” ([3], p. 10), omitting the need for that person to be trusted. A paper on database security defines it as “a subject of the database [who] thereby has personal knowledge of information in the confidential field” [8]. A different report implicitly defines the insider as anyone operating inside the security perimeter ([12], p. 3), again ignoring trust and also knowledge of the systems. This reflects many non-computer situations. Even in insider trading, something that the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, the courts, and other government organizations have spent a significant amount of time investigating and prosecuting, there is a large grey area making it difficult to be certain whether a particular trade by an insider is legal or illegal without seeing a large, heavy suitcase full of $100 bills.

These (sometimes implicit) definitions are based on a notion of “trust”, encapsulated in rules to identify those who are “trusted”. Those who were not trusted are by definition not insiders. In some cases, a mechanism such as seniority in an organization may distinguish outsiders from insiders, but ultimately those mechanisms classify people based on rules. Thus, in any case, a set of rules distinguishes “insiders” from “outsiders”. This results in a binary distinction: an entity is either an insider or not an insider. Our work eschews this, focusing instead on a graduated notion of “insiderness”.

The problem of defining an insider is further complicated by the assumption of a perimeter that can be defined, such that someone inside the perimeter is an insider. However, the concept of distinct borders around an organization are blurring with the increased usage of mobile computing, outsourcing and contracting. Even in those cases where a distinct border can be defined, many definitions focus on technology borders and fail to consider physical borders and the ability to circumvent borders (for example, by social engineering). Again, our work in identifying insiderness ignores the concept of “perimeter” entirely, focusing instead on the concept underlying the notion of perimeter: access.

Many papers focus on handling the insiders rather than trying to define the problem. Two examples will suffice to make this point. Hu et al. [10] discuss using algorithms based on the role-based access control (RBAC) model to define insider threats and construct rules for intrusion detection systems to detect such attacks. However, they tacitly assume that an insider is defined by job function, and do not take into account physical or social insiders. Hasan et al. [9] discuss a threat model for storage systems that includes a brief analysis of insider attacks. They do not define insiders explicitly, beyond the phrase “insiders with privileged access”, but they do observe that “a masquerader can launch insider attacks”, suggesting that some insider attacks are social (masquerade) rather than cyber (using authorized privileges illicitly). Chinchani et al. [5] present a theory of assessment for the insider, defining insiders as “legitimate users who abuse their privileges, and given their familiarity and proximity to the computational environment, can easily cause significant damage or losses.” This theory then models the user’s view of the organization and of key information and capabilities. The focus is on the cyber insiders, and does not take into account those who are insiders because of physical or social reasons.

Others focus on the profile of the insider or the magnitude of the problem. Schultz [20] surveys many of the papers in this area, all of which focus on the classic triad of means, motive, and opportunity. Randazzo et al. [15] discuss the

\(^8\)Note that the metric equates the system administrators and senior management. In practice, a more nuanced measure would need to take into account the ability of senior management to hire and fire system administrators, and a host of other issues that are ignored here to keep the example as simple as possible.
problem in the banking community. The 2007 Computer Security Institute (CSI) Computer Crime and Security Survey reported that “[i]nsider abuse of network access or email ... edged out virus incidents as the most prevalent security problem” ([16], p. 2) and that “37 percent of respondents attribute a percentage of their organization’s losses greater than 20 percent to insiders” (ibid., p. 12). Our approach captures “opportunity”, namely who has access, and “means”, namely what kind of access do they have, in rd-groups and user groups. Motive being a human subject, we must leave that to non-technical investigation.

6. FUTURE WORK

In practical terms, what can we do with this method? Returning to our original statement: our purpose is to enable legitimate users to do legitimate work, while seeking a way to defend against any user from taking illegitimate actions. For example, if an exploit is known, there are two possible defenses: prevent against the exploit, or allow it to happen but log it because knowledge of the action occurring (and the cause and effect of the action) is sufficient to undo (in whatever way) the present damage and attempt to ameliorate future damage [14]. When deciding which of these two options to pursue, it is clear that sometimes preventing the exploit is possible. However, at other times, the threat is low enough (or the opportunity cost of lost productivity is high enough) that actions must simply be allowed to occur, and they must be logged, instead of being prevented.

Any method of logging, of sufficient granularity [13], can be used to address this issue. However a systematic approach, using a model tailored to the levels of abstraction that we have indicated, would have the greatest possibility of success at the lowest cost. For example, one method of implementing such a solution is to identify the goals of attackers and compare those goals to the actual capabilities of those attackers. Those reference points, and knowledge of the deterministic operation of the system could be used to design “attack trees” of sorts [19], which can then be used to guide the forensic data to be logged [14]. That data, when overlaid on top of the attack graphs, can help guide the understanding of the actions of the attackers without necessarily interfering in legitimate actions of users, and thus generating false positives where they can be least afforded (this technique has also been used successfully to correlate network intrusion detection alerts [23]).

The notion of a hierarchy of policy abstractions suggests many avenues for future work. For example, we have defined the insider threat in terms of discrepancies between the levels (specifically, where a lower level gives a user more access than does the higher level). Can we broaden the use of these layers to capture notions of vulnerabilities? For example, a configuration vulnerability arises when the Configured Policy disagrees with the Feasible Policy. This suggests that some systems may have inherent vulnerabilities for specific types of policies, such as the Linux system without ACLs described above. This area needs more exploration, because the study of vulnerabilities lacks a firm theoretical foundation.

Another interesting question arises from the issue of “insiders by omission”, in which a user is denied privileges at one level that a higher level authorizes her to have. First, how serious is this problem? All the studies and surveys of the insider threat focus on insiders who have too much access. What problems arise when a responsible party has too little access? This can also be seen as an insider attack by the developers of the Feasible Policy, Configured Policy, and the Instantiated Oracle that deny the defender adequate access to defend. The nature of this problem is unclear, and merits study.

7. CONCLUSION

We have presented an initial approach to defining the insider threat problem. While the majority of existing research implicitly defines an insider as a binary condition (one is either an insider or not), this paper takes the approach of defining insiderness based on access attributes. More specifically, we have defined a lattice consisting of rd-groups on one axis and users (not roles) on the other axis. By ordering resources based on their value, we can then group them by their value. By then grouping users according to their ability to access resources, we can provide a continuum of insiderness. This allows researchers and security personnel to focus on those who pose the greatest threat to an organization.

Finally, the ABGAC model introduces a notion of generalized groupings, mimicking the idea of computer “group”. The focus on ABGAC using access as a defining mechanism for groups, including non-cyber types of access such as physical or social (i.e., social engineering) raises issues that other models using access control mechanisms do not deal with. The difference is between what is authorized (by the access control mechanisms) and what is possible (for example, by circumventing those mechanisms). The introduction of the possible, rather than the allowed, seems useful as security deals with what “is”, rather than with what is “meant to be”.
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